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FOLDINGSEBEL EXAM TABLE –
RECTANGLE PERFORMANCE EDGE

Durable and Stable Exam Table

Folding exceptionally flat, Sebel's folding
examination tables are not only suitable for
examinations but for everyday use. Ideal for
classrooms, examination rooms and
anywhere a temporary table is required.
Performance edge tops offer added
durability and comfort with their tamper
proof design.

Features:

Easy to fold, stack and store when not
in use.
Foldable frame collapses flat for ease
of storage.
Suitable for examinations and
everyday use.
Durable tamper resistant injection
mould polypropylene Performance
Edge with laminated top.
Lifetime warranty on the Performance
Edge top.
Easy storage and manoeuvrability with
optional trolley (12 units capacity
Square, 15 units capacity Rectangle).

Get the EDGE

Performance Edge tabletops use a unique
patented design tapered edge which is ultra-
comfortable and perfect for extended use.
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The Performance Edge TM tapered edging
reduces pressure on students' forearms
caused by leaning and writing, making them
the most comfortable tables around.

The Performance Edge tabletops use a
superior hard-wearing material compared to
regular rigid edging, and are virtually 'pick
proof' so the edges don't delaminate or peel
off easily.

The unique edging not only enhances user
comfort, but it also reduces damage done to
walls and other furniture whilst moving
tables around to change between learning
modes.

Download the Folding Exam Brochure Here

SKU: Folding Exam Table – Rectangle
Performan

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

FOLDING EXAM TABLE RECTANGLE PERFORMANCE EDGE

Specs Folding Exam Table
 W x D 900mm x 450mm
Height 720mm

FRAME OPTIONS

 

https://www.qof.com.au/images/5d560d5e0e2cd.pdf
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PERFORMANCE EDGE OPTIONS

EDGE OPTIONS

TOP OPTIONS
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Listed are the most popular colours, however, if you require a specific laminate please contact Sebel
for more information.

The colours shown have been reproduced to represent actual product colours as accurately as
possible, however actual colours may vary. We recommend checking your chosen colour against a
sample colour swatch, as different screen and printing settings may affect the representation of the
colour. Due to the manufacturing process, keep in mind that all colour samples may still have
minimal colour variations to the finished product.
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